Improved map-slice-to-volume motion correction with B0 inhomogeneity correction: validation of activation detection algorithms using ROC curve analyses.
Head motion is a significant source of error in fMRI activation detection and a common approach is to apply 3D volumetric rigid body motion correction techniques. However, in 2D multislice fMRI, each slice may have a distinct set of motion parameters due to inter-slice motion. Here, we apply an automated mutual information based slice-to-volume rigid body registration technique on time series data synthesized from a T2 MRI brain dataset with simulated motion, functional activation, noise and geometric distortion. The map-slice-to-volume (MSV) technique was previously applied to patient data without ground truths for motion and activation regions. In this study, the activation images and area under the receiver operating characteristic curves for various time series datasets indicate that the MSV registration improves the activation detection capability when compared to results obtained from Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM). The effect of temporal median filtering of motion parameters on activation detection performance was also investigated.